PAULA RAE GIBSON AT ROLLO GALLERY, LONDON

Paula Rae Gibson, 'Is This About Me or You'
Unique edition, 40 x 30 in
Paula Rae Gibson's upcoming exhibition 'Maybe Too Nude' will investigate the use of the
female body raising questions about the role of the female as artist and model, object and
subject. Sexy sepia images of the body inscribed with hand written texts powerfully
communicate Gibson's personal experiences of desire and loss. Chemically treating her
images so that they become damaged in the process of developing them, the body appears
to dissolve into the paper.
This unique process creates images with a painterly aesthetic, highly evocative of a past
age, in direct opposition to the current trend of instant digital art. The results are
ephemeral and haunting unique photographs, laced with an unnerving surrealist edge.
Paula Rae Gibson is a self-taught singer and video artist as well as photographer. Signed
to Babel Label and Jazz 33, Gibson has two music albums; 'No More Tip Toes' and
forthcoming 'Maybe Too Nude', the release of which will coincide with the exhibition at
ROLLO. Gibson will also be performing her album at a happening at ROLLO
contemporary art during the exhibition and will be performing at the Vortex jazz club
whilst projecting her video art over her body as she sings. Gibson's work in film; writing
and acting in 'What Are You Doing Forever' gained critical acclaim touring US film
festival TFFC. Her photography book, 'Diary of a Love Addict', was nominated for the
'Deutscher Fotobuchpreis 2007'. Her second book 'I'll Always Walk Away' was published
last year. Gibson's photography is currently on show in Germany and an exhibition in the
US is being planned.
To play Paula Rae Gibson's video 'Busy Fairies' click here
To play Paula Rae Gibson's video 'We Blow it Every Time' click here
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